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Ramadan and Two Eids

Urdu transcript:

رت ?;@ : 1اب د)7 ;<0ں ،ر):$ن 78ﮯ وا4ﮯ ﮨ*ﮟ۔ ّ)*2 )*, )*,ر)0ں *,ﮟ)*+ )*, ،ل ﮨﮯ؟ !"#$
وﮦ  H*IJ 2ﮨﮯ ,ہ ﮨ4 Gگ  Eﮨ*ﮟ0 ،!"#$ ،ہ روزے رA;,ﮯ ﮨ*ﮟ NA7)E O<*4 ،ﮨ )7ں ,ہ @ﮩL
ّ)*2رP N7T, Uﮍ N2ﮨﮯ۔ @;? R2ﮩ*ﮟ APہ ﮨﮯ )7ں اب ر):$ن 78ﮯ وا4ﮯ ﮨ*ﮟ۔ اب Q !Qﮯ Pﮩ"N
ّ)*2ر0 2 Uہ ﮨﮯ ,ہ ر):$ن ,ﮯ  V*2د7ں  E N,روزﮦ رW;,ﮯ *"*,ﮱ ﮨ )2ﮨﮯ7);, ،ﮯ W*Pﮯ
0Z*[ N,ﮟ P N7T, YRE !Qﮍ N2ﮨ*ﮟ! *,ں @;?7 G2 ،ﮯ ]0T+ O^*@ )WA,ا؟ 0Z*[ NWA,ﮟ 0]0T+ﮟ؟
_W*RہP :ﮩ"ﮯ  UTIQ 2ز@Tد LQﮨ)[ N7ﮨ*ﮱ! TPاﭨ;ں  ),ا)cA7م ،اور دﮨ NوT*aﮦ۔ ۔ `@ N$TﮩL
ﮨﮯ اور )hم  !E ,ا)#jر Uﮨ ` 2 Nاس *$ﮟ  ،L@Th ،Nّ^4ﮨ, G^g Tﮯ Tf$و@)ت ﺽTور ﮨ7ﮯ
[)ﮨ*kﮟ۔
رت : 1ﮨ)ں
_W*Rہ8 :پ )*+ )*, ),ل ﮨﮯ؟
)m7رT*$ :ا )*+ل ﮨﮯ ,ہ Q)jﭩ*$ nWﮟ Q !Qﮯ ز)0دﮦ )*Pس  NAm4ﮨﮯ۔ اور )*Pس  Eﮨﮯ اس ,
@7);qﮯ *"*,ﮱ @ﮩ Lﭨ;Wﮉا،
chilly cold water,

اور ڈر V<7ﮨ7ﮯ [)ﮨ*ﮱ L@Th ،ﮨ)[ )7ﮨ*ﮱ ،اور اس ,ﮯ ا]7ر  Eﮨﮯ8 v#4 ،ۓ `) وﮦ 7);,ﮯ
W*Pﮯ *$ﮟ ا7 v#4 )W2ﮩ*ﮟ 8ۓ `)۔
رت7 : 1ﮩ*ﮟ T*$ے )*+ل *$ﮟ Q !Qﮯ @ﮍ)@ Uت 0ہ ﮨﮯ ,ہ ا` Tد)E );<0ۓ , LّIJﮯ
point of view

Qﮯ<7[ ،ہ @;? *$ﮟ  2ڈا,ﭩ Tﮨں *$ﮟ اس Q Tc7ﮯ د NA;<0ﮨں )7ں, ،ہ )Qل *$ﮟ اx2T$ y0ہ
8پ  Eﮨﮯ Q)jﭩ7T, nWﮯ ,ﮯ @]z$ ]zﮦ  ،,اس |Tح )R2م [*0Zﮟ 7T,ﮯ ,ﮯ @ ،]zاور  T;Pاس
,ﮯ  }2)Q }2)Qاس دوران *$ﮟ 8پ )xدت ّE2 N;@ TPہ دA0ﮯ ﮨ*ﮟZa ،ا ّE2 N;@ TPہ دA0ﮯ ﮨ*ﮟ2 ،
0ہ ا@ y0ﮩ Lا[;) $ﮩ*Wہ `Zر )2ﮨﮯ۔
)m7رW*R_ ?;@ :ہT*$ ،ا )*+ل ﮨﮯ ,ہ  E G2ﮨﮯ ا^0ﮯ ]Rﮦ <Pڑے @, )7)Wہ , );,ہ |+ Lz*xش
ﮨ )Eۓ۔ ۔ )W@ )*,ؤ `N؟
_W*Rہ :ا)f7اّ"4ہ ،ا)f7اّ"4ہ <Pڑے @;k0)W@ Nﮟ `ﮯ اور  v"A$ڈ Zhروز @*Wﮟ `N۔ ۔
)m7ر4;[ :ﮯ @)Wؤ `N؟
_W*Rہ4;[ :ﮯ ،دﮨ@ Nﮍے ،ﮨZ*[ T۔

رت : 1ﮨ)ں ،دﮨ@ Nﮍے۔
_W*Rہ :اور ^*E T;Pﮯ ﮨ V*2 Nروزے  GA+ﮨں `ﮯ ،ﮨ8 Gپ ,ﮯ `;k0);, )7);, T, 8 Tﮟ `ﮯ]* ،
)7);, ),۔
رت : 1ﮨ)ں۔ اور @;? *] @; ]* ،)*, Nﮨ)Rرا ا y0ا2 )^0ﮩار ﮨﮯ*, ،ں @;?  2 NA7)E G2ﮨ ,ہ
Pرے )A^,)Pن *$ﮟ ،ﮨ)ں )m7ر ]* ،ا y0ا2 )^0ﮩار ﮨﮯ Q VEﮯ @ﮍا ,ئ 2ﮩار 7ﮩ*ﮟ ﮨ)2۔ V,
]gر ّ)*2ر)0ں ﮨ N2ﮨ*ﮟ !0Ta ،ﮨں ،ا T*$ﮨں }, ،ﮨں۔ @*^*)ں ڈل رﮨ Nﮨ*ﮟ^*P ،ﮯ  T, YREرﮨﮯ
ﮨ*ﮟ ،ا y0دوTQے Qﮯ  )E )*4رﮨ) ﮨﮯ ،اوورڈراjﭧ ﮨ رﮨ) ﮨﮯ۔
_W*Rہ , :ﮍے @k0)Wﮟ `ﮯ[ ،ڑ)0ں 0]0T+ﮟ `ﮯ+ ،ب ا[;ﮯ |0Tﮯ Qﮯ۔ ۔
)m7رQ !Q ?;@ :ﮯ @ﮍ)@ Uت 0ہ ﮨ N2ﮨﮯ2 ), ]* ،ﮩار  Eﮨﮯ ،دو ﺡا4ں Qﮯ @ﮩ Lز)0دﮦ
important

ﮨﮯ۔ ا y0ﺡا4ہ ﮨﮯ @ّں  ،),اور ا y0ﺡا4ہ ﮨﮯ +ا), O*2۔ <7*,ہ اے *$ﮟ @ں  ,اور
+ا , , O*2ﮍے "Qا7ﮯ0Z*[ ?7 ?7 ،ﮟ 7]0T+ﮯ7T, nWP)h ،ﮯ ,ﮯ @ﮯh)I2ہ $ا28 T^ّ*$ Ygﮯ
ﮨ*ﮟ۔ T$د @ﮯ[)رے TJ 2ف اس وEہ Qﮯ ﮨ2ﮯ ﮨ*ﮟ ,ہ @;? ﭨ;* yﮨﮯّ)0Q ،ں 7);,ﮯ $ ,
k0)Eﮟ `،N
رت)R7 : 1ز PﮍهWﮯ  )7)E ,ﮨﮯ۔
)m7ر)R7 :ز PﮍهWﮯ  )7)E ,ﮨﮯ۔ ۔
_W*Rہ , :ﮍے7 ،ﮱ 2Eﮯ k0)E 8ﮟ `ﮯ۔
)m7رQ !Q O<*4 :ﮯ ز)0دﮦ Z$ Eا  )28ﮨﮯ Nh+ E ،ﮨ N2ﮨﮯE ،
enjoy

 N2T,ﮨ*ﮟ ،وﮦ 4ﮍ)*,ں  N2T,ﮨ*ﮟ ،ر*2ﮟ  N2T,ﮨ*ﮟ ،اور @ﮯ 2T,ﮯ ﮨ*ﮟ۔
_W*Rہ :ﮨ)ں  T, $ !QاmE y0ہ 2);, )7);, TPﮯ ﮨ*ﮟ ،اور
especially

8 !Eپ 7);, )7);, ),ﮯ )Qرا ]7)+ان  )28ﮨﮯ  2اس و@ 2 Lgﮩ LﮨZ$ Nا  )28ﮨﮯ۔
رت7 : 1ﮩ*ﮟQ !Q ،ﮯ @ﮍ)@ Uت 0 2ہ ﮨﮯ ,ہ  ]7)[ Eرات )qQئ  N2)Eﮨﮯ )7ں اس *$ﮟ 2
0ہ ﮨﮯ ,ہ ,ئ hﮩ)@ ), Tزار ا7 )^0ﮩ*ﮟ ﮨE )2ﮩ)ں $ﮩ7)m4 U]Wﮯ *"*,ﮱ @*ں 4 ،),ﮍ*,ں ،),
د4ﮩWں  ،),ر2ں  ،),رش 7ہ ﮨ
)m7ر :ﮨqم 7ہ ﮨ۔
رت : 1ﮨqم 7ہ ﮨ۔ 0ہ @; Nا y0اmE NWPہ @ﮩ Lﮨ@+ Nرت  )2)E O@ )Q Of<Wj )Qﮨﮯ۔
8ده8 Nده Nرات  E y2ﮨﮯ @)زار 2)Eﮯ ﮨ*ﮟ۔ ۔ ۔

_W*Rہ$ :ﮩ NAm4 U]WﮨﮯP ،رے Pرے ﮨ);2ں *$ﮟ $ﮩ2)m4 U]Wﮯ ﮨ*ﮟ ،اور 7ﮱ 7ﮱ دZ0اﺉ2)W@ ZWﮯ
ﮨ*ﮟ $ﮩ0]Wں ,ﮯ۔
رت : 1ا[;) ), ]* T;Pرڈ WA,ﮯ @<Aﮯ ﮨ*ﮟ۔ اjﮦ *$ﮟ  NA;qRQﮨں اW2ﮯ *] ),رڈ @<Aﮯ ﮨ*ﮟ
, ), VEئ ﺡ^)ب 7ﮩ*ﮟ۔  !0Taا !Q ،T*$دوردراز رAhہ داروں ،,
*$,ﮟ *$, hostelsﮟ colleges
دوTQے hﮩTوں *$ﮟ۔ ۔
)m7ر :ا[;) , ]* 2ﮯ ),رڈ *$ﮟ  )2)E )*, );<4ﮨﮯ؟ *] ,ﮯ ),رڈ *$ﮟ  )2)E );<4ﮨﮯ ,ہ ﮨQ G2 Gﮯ
2T, LxI$ )WA,ﮯ ﮨ*ﮟ)*P )WA, ،ر 2T,ﮯ ﮨ*ﮟR2 ،ﮩ*ﮟ  T, V$ )WA,رﮨﮯ ﮨ*ﮟ۔ اور 4 !0Tg Eگ
ﮨ2ﮯ ﮨ*ﮟ ا7ﮩ*ﮟ د)k0ﮟ د N2)E Uﮨ*ﮟ ،ا7ﮩ*ﮟ *h+ں  N,د)k0ﮟ د N2)E Uﮨ*ﮟ, ،ہ ا"ّ"4ہ N"z2
R2ﮩ*ﮟ ز N`]7دے۔ ۔
_W*Rہ :اور 8پ )A@ ,ؤں ,ہ *] ﮨ Gاx0Ta NWPں ,ﮯ N;@ }2)Q
celebrate

2T,ﮯ ﮨ*ﮟ ،ا7ﮩ*ﮟ @; Nﮨ GدA0ﮯ ﮨ*ﮟE ،ڑے دA0ﮯ ﮨ*ﮟ^*E ،ﮯ ﮨ)Rرے `;E T۔ ۔
)m7ر :ان 2T, $)h }2)Q ,ﮯ ﮨ*ﮟ
_W*Rہ2T, $)h :ﮯ ﮨ*ﮟ اWPﮯ }2)Q۔ Q !Qﮯ ا[;) 7)R"^$ں  Z*[ NJ+ TP ]* E ),ﮨﮯ وﮦ
0ﮩ Nﮨﮯ ,ہ ﮨ ]* GاWPﮯ x0Taں ,ﮯ 2T, Tk*h }2)Qﮯ ﮨ*ﮟ۔
رت E , HxJ : 1ﮨﮯ ا)R7 N)RAEز *"*,ﮱ )Qرے 4گ  Eﮨ*ﮟ ،وﮦ )R7 !"#$ , HxJز
*"*,ﮱ 2)Eﮯ ﮨ*ﮟ)R7 L)RE)@ ،ز ادا 2T,ﮯ ﮨ*ﮟ ،اور وا78 VPﮯ ,ﮯ @ ]zﮨTh ]* Nوع ﮨ N2)E
ﮨﮯ)0Q ،ں );,ئ  N2)Eﮨ*ﮟ ،اور v"A$ T;P۔ ۔
)m7ر :ا y0دوTQے  ,د)k0ﮟ د N2)E Uﮨ*ﮟ۔
رت : 1ﮨ)ں۔ `4ں Th )7)E )78 ),وع ﮨ  )2)Eﮨﮯ۔ اور @ ), T;` Eﮍا T@TQاﮦ ﮨ )2ﮨﮯ اس ,ﮯ
`;P Tہ )م |ر  TPدت ﮨ N2ﮨﮯ اور @ﮩ Lز)0دﮦ  )2)E )0)W$ OfEﮨﮯ۔ اور Q !Qﮯ @ﮍ)@ Uت
0ہ ﮨ N2ﮨﮯ ,ہ [<7ہ  V*2دن ,ﮯ روزوں ,ﮯ @ N28 ]* ]zﮨﮯ 7);, 2ﮯ W*Pﮯ P ),را دن
[[Tہ [" )Aﮨﮯ۔
)m7ر :ارے ا8 2 Z*[ y0پ 4گ @;ل رﮨﮯ ﮨ*ﮟ۔ 8پ 0ہ 7ﮩ*ﮟ @;ل رﮨﮯ ﮨ*ﮟ ,ہ @ﮯ +ا O*2اور
ر*2ﮟ *]*"*, Uﮱ h )WA,ر 2)$ﮯ ﮨ*ﮟ!
رت: 1
Especially

@ﮩk0ﮟ۔
_W*Rہ :ﮨ)ں۔ @ﮯ *x*E 2ﮟ @;A*4 Tﮯ ﮨ*ﮟ *]0ں Qﮯ اس دن۔

)m7ر :ﮨ)ں Q !Q 2ﮯ @ﮍ$ Uج "*$ہ  Eﮨ )2ﮨﮯ۔ ۔
رت : 1اور 0 !"#$ہ ,ہ
servants

@ N;@ ,ﮩ U]* Lد N2)E Uﮨﮯ , ،ﮍے د0ﮱ 2)Eﮯ ﮨ*ﮟ۔
)m7ر :اور ﮨ)Rرے 0ﮩ)ں 0ہ رواج ﮨﮯ ,ہ [<7ہ ﮨ)Rرے `;*$ Tﮟ  Eﮨ)Rرے ),م وا4ﮯ ﮨ*ﮟ)0 ،
servants

ﮨ*ﮟ)0 ،
staff members

ﮨ*ﮟ^*E ،ﮯ وا O*$Thﮨﮯ)` ،رڈ T7ﮨﮯ y, ،ﮨﮯ ،ان )R2م `4ں  E ,ﮨﮯ)g)@ ،ﺉ]ﮦ ﮨ Gان *"*,ﮱ
Eڑے @2)Wﮯ ﮨ*ﮟ،
dresses

@2)Wﮯ ﮨ*ﮟ ،ان  U]* ,دA0ﮯ ﮨ*ﮟ۔ ,)2ہ وﮦ 0ہ 7ہ ^I$س 0T,ﮟ،
they should not feel deprived.

_W*Rہ :ا 2 y0ﮨ)Rر0 Uہ [;ﭨ ]* Nﮨ N2ﮨﮯ۔ ا y0دو UTQﮨ)Rر N28 ]* Uﮨﮯ ]* EاﺽNI
,ﮯ )7م Qﮯ f$ﮩر ﮨﮯ۔  TP VEﮨ N7)@Tg GدA0ﮯ ﮨ*ﮟ ،اور 0ہ ا"ّ"4ہ  ), N"z2ﺡ< Gﮨﮯ اس *4ﮱ 0ہ
*] )W$ئ  N2)Eﮨﮯ ،ﺡT:ت ا@Tاﮨ*)0 N, Gد *$ﮟ اور ﺡT:ت ا)0 N, *)RQد *$ﮟ۔
رت : 1ﮨ)ں۔ "k^$ Tm$ہ وﮨ Nﮨﮯ ,ہ E
main

@ZEہ اس ,ﮯ ا]7ر ﮨﮯ وﮦ  N7)@TgدW0ﮯ  ،),اور اس *$ﮟ
main

[*0 Zہ ﮨ N2ﮨﮯ ,ہ وﮦ  E N7)@Tgﮨﮯ ،وﮦ x0Taں P y2ﮩWﮯ۔ اس  }, ),ﺡّہ  Eﮨﮯ وﮦ
رAhہ داروں *$ﮟ اور `;*$ Tﮟ ﮨ  O<*4ز)0دﮦ ﺡّہ  Eﮨﮯ وﮦ x0Taں P y2ﮩWﮯ۔ اور اس
|0Tﮯ QﮯP ،ر0T| Uﮯ Qﮯ  Eﮨﮯ وﮦ 0ہ دو7ں 2ﮩار  Eﮨ*ﮟ وﮦ۔ ۔
_W*Rہ :ا NWPﺡ**, Lﮯ  @)#$دA0ﮯ ﮨ*ﮟ۔ ,ئ @<Tا )@Tgن  )2T,ﮨﮯ, ،ئ `)ۓ, ،ئ او7ﭧ @;N۔ ۔
رت : 1ﮨ)ں۔  O<*4اس *$ﮟ jTQﮩ@ZE LQTہ 0ﮩ Nﮨﮯ ,ہ 8پ )xدت 0T,ﮟ ،اور روزﮦ ا`T
ر*;,ﮟ  2وﮦ اس *$ﮟ @; NدوTQوں  ),د },درد ^I$س 0T,ﮟ ،دوTQوں ^I$ ;@ N,س
0T,ﮟ ،اور 0T, N7)@Tgﮟ @ZE ), N7)@Tg 2ہ ^I$س 0T,ﮟ۔ *$ﮟ  NA;qRQﮨں 0ہ دو7ں 2ﮩار E
ﮨ*ﮟ 0ہ اQ N)RAEچ اور ا y0دوTQے Qﮯ Th)z$ے *$ﮟ روادار ،Uاور `4 Eں @ ,ﮩL
Qﮯ8 ،پ Qﮯ  G,ﮨ*ﮟ ان  ,ﺡ"Jہ اZjائ ،ان ]$ N,د اور
 caringاور sharing
T| N,ف 4ﮯ 2)Eﮯ ﮨ*ﮟ۔ ﮨ)Rرے @ﮩ Lﮨ@+ Nرت 2ﮩار ﮨ*ﮟ۔
_W*Rہ:
important.
رت@+ : 1رت 2ﮩار ﮨ*ﮟ۔

English translation:
Woman 1: Now look, Ramzan is about to come. What preparations have you done, what
do you think? I mean it’s true that we keep fast, but you know we have to make many
preparations. Well, you know that Ramzan is about to come. Now the first preparation for
the thirty days of Ramzan fasting is that we have to collect stuff to eat and drink! So how
much gram powder have you bought? How many things have you bought?
Sameena: Firstly, the Sehri 1should be excellent! Organize the parathas 2, and the yogurt
etc… it is very hot, and when we have Iftari3 in the evening, we must have lassi, sherbet,
and all kinds of drinks.
Woman 1: Yes.
Sameena: What do you think?
Nigar: I think that what you feel most during fasting is thirst. And to quench that thirst we
must have chilled cold water, and drinks and sherbet and the enjoyment from these will
outdo the enjoyment had from eating.
Woman 1: No, if you look from the health point of view …and since I’m a doctor I look
[at it] from this perspective …that [since] once a year you fast and your stomach goes
through all that, and you also concentrate on worship, on diet, simultaneously during this
time, this one month passes really well.
Nigar: Hey, Sameena, I think you would make such splendid pakorey 4 that we will all
love them. What will you make?
Sameena: Inshallah, Inshallah. There will be pakorey and other different dishes too…
Nigar: Will you make chholey 5?
Sameena: Chholey, dahi barey6, everything.
Woman 1: Yes, dahi barey.
Sameena: And then as soon as the thirty rozey (days of fasting) end, we will come and eat
dinner at your house… the Eid dinner.
Woman 1: Yes, and what is Eid? Yes, you know Nigar, Eid is the greatest festival in the
whole of Pakistan, and no other festival is greater than it. All the preparations that are
1

the breakfast before dawn in preparation for fasting during the day.
a type of breakfast bread
3
evening meal to break the fast
4
fritters or fried dumplings
5
curried chick pea and potato snack
6
fried lentil-paste dumplings cooled, soaked in salted water and drizzled with yogurt, chutney and
condiments
2

made, whether you are poor, or rich, or anything… You invest in committees, money is
saved, you are taking and borrowing from each other, there are overdrafts…
Sameena: [People] will make dresses, buy bangles and new shoes and do it all really well.
Nigar: Well the biggest thing is that Eid is important with respect to two [groups of
people]. One is children, and [the other,] women. Because in it women and children are
provided with umpteen opportunities to get clothes tailored, buy new things, and go
shopping. The poor men [reckon], okay, we’ll get to eat sewian 1…
Woman 1: …we have to go pray…
Nigar: …have to go pray…
Sameena: …new clothes and shoes will come.
Nigar: But the ones who have the most fun, enjoy the most, and are the happiest, are the
girls, the women and the children.
Sameena: Yes, everyone eats together, and especially when the whole family comes to
eat your food. We have a lot of fun.
Woman 1: No, the biggest thing is when we set up on the eve of Eid (known literally as
Moon Night) and in it there is no bazaar in the city where there isn’t a huge rush of girls,
women and brides to get mehndi (henna) [designs on their hands].
Nigar: A crowd of them.
Woman 1: A crowd of them. This in itself becomes a pretty function where they go at
midnight and at all odd hours to the bazaars.
Sameena: They get mehndi on the entire hand, and new mehndi designs are created.
Woman 1: Yes, and then the amount of Eid cards that are sold. Gosh, I think that there is
no measure of the Eid cards that are sold. The poor, the rich… to all one’s far flung
relatives in hostels, colleges and other cities.
Nigar: Okay and what is written in an Eid card? In an Eid card [we] write how much we
love you, how much we are missing you. And to the people close to you, you give them
your prayers and blessings, of happiness, [and wish] that Allah grant them long lives.
Sameena: And let me tell you that we spend our Eid with the poor also, we also give to
them, give them dresses, like those at our house.
Nigar: We include them [in our joy].

1

a milk and vermicelli dessert, also eaten as a breakfast dish

Sameena: Include them among us. The best and most special thing in the Muslim Eid is
that we share it with poor people.
Woman 1: In the morning everyone goes for the collective community prayer, meaning
they all go and perform prayer with everyone. And then as soon as they come back, Eid
begins, sewian are eaten, and then different…
Nigar: We give blessings to each other.
Woman 1: Yes, people start visiting. And commonly there is a big party at the invitation
of the elder, the head of the house, and everyone celebrates enthusiastically. And the
biggest thing is that because Eid has come around after thirty days of fasting, so there is a
lot of eating and drinking all day.
Nigar: Oh, you are forgetting something. Aren’t you forgetting how much noise women
and children make for Eidi1!
Woman 1: Especially daughters-in-law.
Sameena: Yes, children fill their pockets with Eidi on that day.
Nigar: Yes, and the biggest fun and festival is…
Woman 1: And meaning, Eidi and clothes are also given to house-helps…
Nigar: And we have a tradition that because in our houses we have workers, helpers, and
staff members, such as the washer man, the gardener and the cook, for all these people
we especially make clothes and dresses, and give them Eidi. So that they do not feel
this… they should not feel deprived.
Sameena: This one is our Small Eid. Then we have another Eid which comes around, and
it is known as Eid-ul-Adha. On which we give sacrifice, and this is Allah’s command, so
we celebrate this Eid, in memory of Hazrat (Prophet) Ibrahim and Hazrat Ismail.
Woman 1: This has the same issue, the main emotion in it is that of sacrifice, and the
main thing is that this sacrifice should reach the poor. Some part of it is given to the
relatives and some kept in the house, but the most part should reach the poor. And in this
way, this entire method, these two festivals/occasions are…
Sameena: Everyone gives according to their status (i.e. what they can afford). Some
sacrifice goat, some cow, and some even camel…
Woman 1: Yes. But the priority/highest virtue in this is that you worship, and if you fast
you feel others’ pain and suffering, feel others’ hunger, and if you sacrifice you feel the
emotion of sacrifice. I think that both these occasions are based on collective/cooperative
thought, and take us towards mutual agreement and inclusiveness, community, the
1

a gift, usually of money, given to the young by the elders, to wives by their husbands and in-laws, etc.

encouragement of those who are below you, helping them, and sharing and caring. These
are our very beautiful festivals.
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